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King Michael  By Daniel Errico.  
 

“Michael the Marvellous”, king of the land, 

Son of the world famous, “Robert the Grand”, 

Was enjoying the night that he turned thirty-two, 

As the people arrived for the party he threw. 

 

The Princes of Rya and Princess of Gome, 

were guests in the castle, his majesty’s home.  

The cake from the baker was seven feet high, 

Putting to shame the poor pie-maker’s pie. 

   

The King and the Queen danced a fanciful jig 

While Duchess Von Burkenham ate the roast pig.  

Not a dry eye was found when the Queen made her toast 

The glasses were raised in salute of their host. 

  

But everything stopped when a black cloud appeared, 

And from it, a haggard old man slowly neared.  

Along by his side walked a golden-beaked duck. 

(The cook tried to picture it roasted and plucked). 

 

He donned a blue robe and a toppling hat, 

And he hobbled his way up to where the King sat.  

“My sire, I ask for your ear, if I may, 

To offer a gift to you, on your birthday.  
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This duck grants a wish, when you ask it aloud.” 

And with that, the old man disappeared in his cloud.  

With a waddle, a hop, and a medieval QUACK, 

The duck sat himself on the mighty King’s lap.  

 

The King felt part silly, but mostly confused. 

Though, cancel the party? He simply refused!  

The king got more gifts, never peaking inside, 

While the duck waited patiently, by the King’s side.  

 

Until, with a laugh, Michael spoke to a friend, 

“I wish, how I wish, that this night would not end!”  

When you wish for a wish, you must mind every word, 

For a magic-wish duck is a powerful bird…  

 

The duck’s magic beak turned from golden to blue. 

The wish had been granted, so off the duck flew. 

As wishes had been, this was one of the worst. 

From that moment on, the poor kingdom was cursed.  

 

With morning came darkness, no warmth and no sun. 

The night would not leave, for the damage was done.  

Each morning King Michael had hoped to see light. 

While the crops withered slowly, in shadow of night.  
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The King offered rubies and emeralds galore, 

To the knight who would bring the old man to his door.  

The hunters went forth on a duck-finding quest. 

Until both were captured, the king would not rest. 

 

But no one had seen the duck’s gold-coloured beak, 

And the search for the man went on week after week.  

Off in the forest, a small cabin stood. 

The old man had built it with amber black wood.  

 

For he was a wizard, named “Sonto the Bad”, 

Who’d been banished by Robert, good King Michael’s dad?  

By Sonto’s side, sat his duck and a box, 

A box with a trio of tri-coloured locks.  

 

Inside of the box, Sonto locked up the sun. 

And magic, just magic, could make this undone.  

Weeks became months, and the sun never shone. 

The peasants were angry and started to groan.  

 

Finally, Michael could take it no more. 

He would go fix things and settle this score!  

So rarely did Kings travel solo by horse, 

But Michael charged on, and he stayed on his course.  
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The council had urged him that east would be best, 

But the King disagreed, and rode off to the west.  

The road was not safe, filled with perilous foes, 

Like armies of warthogs and red forest trolls.  

 

He battled these creatures without any fear, 

In brave, kingly ways that are not mentioned here.  

One evening the King paused to look at his map, 

And somehow, instead, he slipped into a nap.  

 

He slept rather soundly on leaf-covered ground, 

And awoke from his dream when he heard a loud sound. 

When he looked round a tree, Michael spotted the source. 

“A cabin!” he whispered, and tied up his horse.  

 

Up to the window, he creeped and he crept. 

When he saw the old wizard, he cheered and he lept!  

“I found you!” he shouted, and burst through the door. 

(Though a king should know better than manners so poor).  

 

He insisted the wizard reverse what he’d done, 

Then he took back his wish and demanded the sun.  

“I’d rather eat worm toads than do what you say, 

But I offer you this, a small game we can play.  
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Inside of this box lies the magic you seek.” 

Sonto grinned wide and continued to speak.  

“Three keys for three locks, are the only way in. 

Answer three riddles, unlock them and win. 

 

But if you should fail, or not answer in time, 

Your title is forfeit, your kingdom is mine!”  

A king must be wise to rule over a nation, 

So, Michael was ready, without hesitation.  

 

They both took a seat, and the duck gave a glare. 

(The King, without knowing, had taken his chair). 

 The box was between them, it sat in the middle. 

Sonto spoke first, to recite the first riddle.  

 

“I climb up a hill and reach out to the sky, 

And still you are taller- I ask, who am I?”  

“An ant,” said the king, as the old wizard frowned 

“Whose hill only sits but an inch off the ground?”  

 

“Sonto the Bad” muttered, “Well…lucky guess. 

We’ll see how you handle the riddle up next.” 

“There’s nothing as large, not on land or at sea, 

But you won’t feel my weight, when you rest under me”  
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The King answered back with the promptest reply, 

“Enormous and weightless, you must be the sky.”  

Sonto was mad, he did not like to lose. 

For last of his riddles, he knew which to choose. 

 

 “I’m older than all, and although this is true, 

Somehow I’ve seen fewer nights than have you.”  

Sonto laughed out as he watched the King think, 

Until the good King gave a smile and wink…  

 

“The riddle is solved, and the game has been won. 

You never see night, because you are the sun!” 

The box opened up and a small ball of light, 

Shot through the ceiling and took off in flight  

 

It grew as it rose in a wonderful way, 

’til the sun filled the sky and changed night into day!  

At the castle the King had a great celebration 

With no gifts allowed, only pure jubilation.  

 

The wizard was jailed for his mischievous crime, 

But the king let him out after one day of time. 

He was ordered to clean by decree of the Queen, 

Look after the horses, and mop the floors clean.  
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When Michael walked by, he was greeted by cheers. 

They spoke of his greatness for years upon years.  

However, the duck, was not heard from again 

The closest they found was an unpleasant hen.  

 

If you see him, this duck, with his colourful beak, 

I warn you, be wary, of that which you speak! 

Comprehension 1:  

1) What was the king’s name? 

2) Who was the king’s dad? 

3) How old was the king? 

4) Where was the party being held? 

5) Why was the pie maker put to shame? 

6) What do you think a jig is? 

7) ’not a dry eye was found’ what does the author mean by this? 

8) Did the Queen make toast for breakfast, what other meaning for toast is there? 

9) What does the word haggard mean, which other characters are sometimes referred 

to as looking haggard? 

10) Why do you think the cook tried to picture the duck roasted and plucked, what do 

you think pluck means? 

11) Do you think the old man was fit? Find clues in the text to help you answer this. 

12) Did the old man want the king’s ear? What do you think was meant by this? 

13) Did the king open all his birthday presents? 

14) What did the king wish for and did he mean to wish for it? 

15) Why do you think ‘the night never ending’ was the worse wish ever! 

Comprehension 2: 
1) No warmth, No sun, - what does this tell us? 

2) Why do you think the crops withered? 

3) What reward did the king offer for the capture of the duck? 

4) What sort of wood had the old man used to build his cabin, what colour was it? 

5) What was the wizard’s name? 

6) What does the word banished mean? 
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7) Who ’banished’ the wizard from the castle? 

8) What was in Sonto’s box? 

9) Did kings usually travel on their own? 

10) What sort of dangers did the King come across on his travels? 

11) Where did the King sleep? 

12) In exchange for reversing the wish what did the king have to do? 

13) Did the king think he could beat Sonto? How do you know? Use the text to help find 

clues for this answer. 

14) Why did the duck glare at the king when he sat down? 

15) Who was the king taller than in the riddle? 

16) What did the king say was enormous and weightless? 

17) Why does the sun see fewer nights than anyone else despite being older than 

everyone? 

18) What warning ends the story? 

 

Writing task 1: 

At the start of this story the King is enjoying a birthday party. We read that they are 

enjoying themselves. They have lots of food to eat and dancing happens. Your task is to 

write all about a party that you have had. It could be a birthday party or it could be a 

really happy family gathering. You should describe the party in as much detail as you 

can. Remember to use all your senses. (Touch, taste, smell, sound, sights).  

You need to include.  

 Who is at your party 

 What the party is for 

 What sort of food there is 

 What sort of music is playing 

 Do you play any games 

 What are people wearing 

 What is everyone drinking 

 Does anybody sing, if so what do they sing? 

 Is there a special cake? 

 Are there any decorations (balloons, banners, party glitter) 

Remember all our writing this year. We don’t want a list, BUT we do want to know what is 

happening at your party and who is at your party.  
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Writing task 2: 

In the poetic story you have just read the solution to the king’s problem was found using 

riddles. Your task is to think of animals or objects and describe them in the form of short 

riddles without actually saying what they are. You should be good at this because you have 

done some of these before. You need to write at least 6 of these. Try to make them as tricky 

as possible. When you have written them test them out on someone in your family- see if 

they can guess what it is you are describing.  

EXAMPLE: 

I am a knee coverer, 

a book rester, 

a paper spreader 

jigsaw puzzle supporter………………….what am I?      

(A desk!  - it covers my knees, I can rest my book on it, I can spread my paper work over it 

and I can complete a jigsaw on it) 

Or… 

I am a bone chewer, 

A criminal chaser 

A sniffer of all things bad 

A companion for the elderly                                What am I? 

(A dog!     I chew bones, chase criminals, sniff out drugs or bombs, and keep old people 

company) 

Spellings:  

happily  clumsily 

prettily angrily 

sleepily gently 

greedily simply 

easily humbly 
 

Use your spelling in a sentence. Your spellings this week all end in ily.  These can be used as 

fronted adverbial sentences. Each sentence you write should begin with one of your 

spellings. For Example: sleepily – Sleepily, Goldilocks yawned and stretched as she woke up 

in Mummy bears bed, to find all three bears glaring at her! 
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SPAG: (spelling punctuation and grammar) 

Inverted commas are what we use in writing to show where speech takes place. When 

someone speaks in a story we open the speech with “            

When the person has finished speaking we finish with “ 

Every time someone new speaks we start a new line. 

Each time we open the speech we also use a capital letter. 

Any punctuation goes inside of the speech marks. For example “why did you do that?” 

asked the teacher. Here the question mark goes just before the last set of inverted commas.  

What the teacher is asking goes in-between both pairs of inverted commas.  

Your task is to re-write this short paragraph and put the inverted commas and capital letters 

in the right places.  

 

When oh when will our school be back to normal? asked Mr Pedro. He was getting a little bit 

fed up with sitting in his office day after day with no children to annoy him (I mean spend 

time with him)  

well I hope it won’t be long, because I’m getting bored! said Mrs Cabero. 

But we must remember that if we invite the children back they must be able to follow all the 

new rules. piped up Miss Rajan-Weare.  

Rules, rules, rules, said Mr Pedro, our children follow the rules nearly all the time, and they 

do it very well. I think they will all learn very quickly and really show us how to do things! 

You are right our children are the best at following rules! said Mrs Cabero  

I think our children could show the rest of the U.K how to follow rules said Mr Pedro.  

I can’t wait for them all to come back….it’s been such a long time and honestly I’m getting 

bored now.  

 

DON’T FORGET TO PUT CAPITAL LETTERS WHERE THEY NEED TO GO. DO USE A NEW LINE 

FOR EACH TIME SOMEONE DIFFERENT SPEAKS. USE THE INVERTED COMMAS ONLY AROUND 

WHAT THE PERSON ACTUALLY SAYS.  
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History: 

The story we read for this week is about a king and his birthday party and how it goes 

horribly wrong. The last time there was a king of England was in 1952 (NO - Mrs Moreline 

was not alive then! - neither was Mrs Bennett!) In 1953 there was a coronation of Queen 

Elisabeth II.  

Watch the following footage of the crowning ceremony of Queen Elisabeth II.  The queen 

was just 27 years old when she became queen. The first part of the programme is in black 

and white because that is how things were filmed in those days. When she enters the 

Westminster Abbey the film turns to colour. You should watch this you tube footage making 

notes about what is going on as you do.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGLN1kREJ2Q 

Your First task is to imagine that you are a news reporter and you are reporting on the 

coronation. Write your report so that your readers know what it was like. Remember to include the 

features of a news report (we have done many of these in school!). You will need: 

 A headline 

 Subheadings 

 Introduction paragraph (who, what, where, when) 

 Details of who attended, who did what and how 

 Details about the atmosphere around the coronation – remember this was a very big event, 

everyone had the day off to celebrate! 

 Remember to include details of the songs sung, the robes worn, the way the queen moved, 

where she may have got her crown from- which jewels were in it?  

 

Your second task is to imagine you are the queen. It is your big day. Today you are to become the 

queen. Everyone is watching you and listening to every word you say and everything you do. Write a 

diary entry about your big day. It should be full of emotions. (We have done lots of diary entries in 

school too! You should be able to do this very well) Remember the things we need in a diary are: 

o A chatty style 

o Short informal comments (lol, atm, omg) 

o Small paragraphs giving away exactly how you feel. (think about how you would feel with all 

those people watching you, how heavy the crown was on your head, how you were so 

nervous about falling over or doing something wrong) 

o Remember to have short paragraphs covering different parts of the day (When you woke, as 

you were getting dressed, when you walked into the abbey, when the crown went on your 

head, as you walked out to meet the crowds of people, when the day was finally over.  

 

Family fun task next:    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGLN1kREJ2Q
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In the film footage you can see Queen Elisabeth being crowned. She also holds a sceptre. Your family 

fun task is to create two of the following things.  

 Make a sceptre of your own. Think about how you would decorate it. How long would it be? 

Can you make it out of natural things that you can find around (grasses, twigs, leaves, petals, 

stones, bark, seeds etc) or can you use recycled things (bottle tops, foil, old magazine 

pictures, buttons, wool etc) 

 Make a crown of your own. Again use what you can. 

 Draw a plan for a party for the queen. Imagine you are the party planner. What would you 

have to eat? What drinks would there be? How many people would you invite and who 

would they be? (Remember that this is the queen- important people from around the world 

would need to be there) what sort of decorations would you have? What sort of music 

would you have? Would there be a dress code?  

 Create a menu for the banquet. What sort of things would you offer for people to eat? 

Remember that this would be a formal sit down meal and would probably have about 7 

courses.  

       

      

   

Imagine making any of 

these! 

Look at how many people 

the queen has at her 

banquets! 
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SCIENCE: 

Types of teeth and their functions 

                                   

 

There are 4 main types of teeth in the human body. They are: 

 Incisor 

 molar 

 Premolar 

 Canine 

Have you ever wondered why we have different types of teeth? Feel inside of your mouth 

and see if you can feel the difference in the shape of your teeth. Do some feel sharp? Do 

some feel flat? Are some more pointy than others? Do some have a thin edge?  

Incisors: 

Humans have 8 incisors altogether; 4 in the upper jaw and 4 in the lower jaw.  

Incisors are shovel-shaped 

They are used for biting and cutting food 

Canines: 

Humans have 4 canine teeth, one in each quarter of the mouth, on either side of the incisors 

Canines are pointy 

They are used for tearing and ripping food 
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Premolars: 

Humans have 8 premolars, two in each quarter of the mouth. They are between the canine 

tooth and the molars. 

 

They are small and flat 

 
They are used for holding and crushing food 

Molars: 
Humans have 8 molars, two in each quarter of the mouth. They are at the back of the mouth behind 

the premolars 

Large and flat 

 

They are used for grinding food 

 

 

Think about what the teeth are used for. Each different tooth has a different use.  

 If I was to eat a crisp juicy apple I would be using my incisors. This is because 

they help me to cut into the skin of the apple and allow me to cut into it to take a 

lump out to eat. These teeth are at the front of my mouth. 

 If I was to eat a baguette I would use my canine teeth. These teeth help me to rip 

or tear great big chunks of the bread and then eat it. These teeth are the sharp 

pointy ones either side of the four front ones. 

 If I was eating some vegetables then I would be using my premolars because they 

help hold the broccoli or carrots in place while I crush the vegetables into my 

mouth so I can make it small enough to swallow. These are the teeth behind the 

sharp pointy ones, they are flat – but not as big and flat as the molars which are 

right at the back. 

 If I was munching my way through some Rice krispies then I would be using my 

molar teeth, these help me grind them down so they turn into small granules and 

I can eat them easily. These are the big flat teeth at the back of my mouth. 

 Some people have teeth right at the very back in the four corners- where your 

tongue meets your throat, these are called wisdom teeth. Wisdom teeth are 

believed by scientist to have been used during caveman periods to eat plant 

material which was made of large leaves. As we do not eat like cavemen anymore 

and hardly eat large leaves that are uncooked many scientists believe that we no 

longer need our wisdom teeth. Many people have their wisdom teeth taken out, 

to make more room for the teeth that we use every day.  

 

Your task is to label the following diagram. You need to put the teeth where you think 

they need to go. With your label you need to say what each set of teeth do or what their 

function is.  
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Don’t forget to use all the information above to 

help with this task. All the clues are there to help 

you.  
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Last week we learned about carnivores, herbivores and omnivores. Can you 

remember what each of those words means? 

Here are some pictures of some skulls, they show the types of teeth that 

each living thing has.  

 
The labels are not very clear, but look at the teeth shapes in each of the skulls. 

Can you spot any teeth that are the same in all three living things? Why do you 

think that the dog has really large canine teeth? The elephant is an herbivore, 

look at the shape of his teeth. They look very flat. Why do you think this is? 

The human is an omnivore, why do you think he needs a mixture of teeth? 

Your 2nd task is to write a short explanation about the different kinds of teeth 

that different living things have. You need to explain clearly why an elephant 

needs molars and not canines. Why a human needs a mixture and not great big 

sharp canines like the dog. Explain why the dog needs really long and sharp 

teeth.  

 

PHSE: 

In the story of King Michael he was unable to buy back the sun. His whole 

kingdom was cast into darkness. It did not matter how much money he offered 

he could not buy the sun. Your task is to write about 4 things that money cannot 

buy. Why can you not buy these things with money? We often say that some 

things are ‘priceless’ this does not mean that they do not cost anything; in fact 
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it means the opposite. ‘Priceless’ means that you cannot put a price on it because 

it is far more valuable than any price or any amount of money or riches you 

would be willing to offer for it. 

An example would be a smile on your face. You see when we greet you in the 

morning at the start of a school day… Your smiles are ‘priceless’!  

 Each smile lights up our days! 

 Each smile tells us that everything is alright in the world 

 Each smile tells us you are happy to be at school 

 Each smile tells us you want to be at school 

 Each smile tells us that today is going to be a good day.  

 Each smile gives us a warm feeling 

 Each smile fills our hearts with joy 

SEE A SMILE (ESPECIALLY FROM YOU) IS PRICELESS… WE COULD NOT 

BUY ONE FOR ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD!!! 

Write about 4 things that are priceless. Then list why and how they are 

priceless, just like we have done above for smiles. (If you are stuck for ideas 

here are a few things you could think about- a baby being born, hugs from 

someone special, time, daylight, night time, your health, friends, love, peace of 

mind)  

R.E: 

In the Christian Holy Bible it tells us that God created the world.  

 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was formless and empty. 

Darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters. And 

God said, "Let there be light," and there was light. God saw that the light was good, and he 

separated the light from the darkness. God called the light "day," and the darkness he called "night." 

And there was evening, and there was morning--the first day. 

This is just one version of a Christian bible explanation of how the world, in 

particular the sun, came to be. Some scientists believe that the world was 

created by a big bang of science in the universe and the world just 

appeared. Other holy books may have a different version. As part of our 

British values we honour and respect all beliefs so although some of us may 

not believe that this is how the world came to be we still need to 

understand that each person can believe what they think to be true. 

Sometimes we have to say to ourselves. “Oh you believe that, but I believe 
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this! O.K. then let us just get along with each other and respect each 

other’s beliefs” 

Your task for R.E is to explain in your own words, using your own beliefs 

how you think the sun came to be. Write a short paragraph – start with  

‘I believe… then fill in what you do believe. If you want to use a holy book 

to explain then you can.  

 

ART: 

For art this week draw a scene from the story of King Michael. Remember 

that you should try to make it as colourful as possible. You can choose one 

scene and really show lots of detail. You could draw a pile of the kings 

presents, or a banquet table laden with food, or people dancing you may 

even want to draw a picture of the duck.  

 

 

Maths: 

Solve the following mathematical problems. Use your knowledge of number 

to help. Remember to use columns for adding and subtracting. Use the grid 

method or bus stop method for multiplication.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Party hat (pack of 10) £1.80                   balloons (packs of 10) £2.50                plastic cups (pack of 10)£3.00 

 

Cupcakes 75p each                 crisps 45p each            biscuits £1.20 per pack              coke£2.00(per litre)  

 

Paper plates £2.75(pack of 10)                sandwiches £3.45 (per 10 sandwiches)     sausage rolls£2.00 (10) 

 

Ice lolly £2.45 (10)                  lemonade £2.00 (per litre)                  mini pizzas £3.00 (per 10)     

 

      Mini sausages £1.50 (10)               cherry tomatoes£2.00 (10)        cucumber sticks £1.45 (10) 
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You are planning a party. You have 40 people coming to your party. 

Calculate the following for your guests.  

1) How much would it cost for 10 people to have a cupcake each? 

2) How much in total will it cost for 20 people to each have a sausage 

roll, a cucumber stick, a mini pizza and a glass of lemonade? 

3) Everyone at the part wants: a balloon, a party hat, a plate and a 

plastic cup. How much will this cost you altogether? 

4) 10 of your guests want a sausage roll, 10 want a mini pizza, 10 want 

a sandwich and 10 want a mini sausage. How much will this cost in 

total.  

5) There are 10 cups of lemonade in each bottle and 10 cups of coke in 

each bottle. If everyone at the party drank 2 cups of each how many 

bottles would you need to buy of each drink?  

6) When you planned the party you forgot to include your own family. 

There are 10 people in your family. They will all need one of each 

item, how much will this cost you? 

7) The weather is too cold for ice lollies, 20 people decide that they do 

not want an ice lolly. How much money would you have saved if you 

had not bought them an ice lolly before the party started? 
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HUMANISM DAY ACTIVITY: 
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What is 

Humanism?

Age 7-11
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Your task is to draw the outline of a happy person. On the inside of the outline 

write or draw as many things as you can which would bring happiness to you. 

 


